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FrameWorks is on a mission...

to advance the nonprofit sector's capacity  
to frame the public discourse on social problems.



Examples of FrameWorks’ Research
• Harvard University Center on the Developing Child – how to translate science of early childhood brain and 

biological development  

• Paul Hamlyn Foundation  – how to promote a more productive discussion about crime and criminal justice 
reform in the UK 

• National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children – how to use to communications as part of an 
innovative strategy to prevent child maltreatment in the UK  

• Alberta Family Wellness Initiative – how to talk about the science of addiction; training researchers, 
practitioners and policymakers to use frames to close the research/practice gap  

• Public Health Informatics Institute – how to help public health professionals understand the function and 
the value of informatics as a crucial part of population health improvement 

• Big Lottery Fund: A Better Start – how to improve outcomes for children, families and communities in 5 sites 
throughout England.  

• DentaQuest Foundation – how to help the public understand the importance of oral health to overall health, 
and engage policymakers in thinking of oral health as a social justice issue

MO re do



How Can We Reframe Criminal Justice Reform?

Why Does Framing Matter?   
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Support for Evidence-Based Addiction Policies

Because Understanding is Frame Dependent



ThinkingCommunication Discourse Policy & Practice

Because Frames Can Help Make Change



Changes in Communication



Changes in Discourse



2002 2011

Only 42% understood that 
infants can communicate 
before they learn to speak.

Public unsure whether babies’ 
cries were ‘conscious 
manipulation’ or expressions 
of genuine need.

85% understood that for infants, 
cries and signals indicate a 
genuine need for adult 
attention.

96% understood that infants 
can communicate before 
they learn to speak.

Changes in Thinking



CALIFORNIA SENATE PASSES RESOLUTION ASKING 
GOV TO LOOK AT INTERVENTION POLICIES TO 
ALLEVIATE “TOXIC STRESS” IN CHILDREN

Changes in Policy & Practice



Because You Have a Problem



Improving the criminal justice 
s y s t e m i s a c t u a l l y a b o u t 
improving all of our other public 
systems so that people are 
supported, have what they need, 
and can make better decisions.

You Say...They Think

PublicExpert/Advocate







Recommendation #1 
Know Before You Go: 

Understand What You’re Up Against In the Swamp   



A Peek Into the Swamp



Solutions

• Police 
• Corrupt individuals responsible for 
inequity 

• The system works just fine

The System

Public Safety and 
Criminal Justice

What’s in the swamp of...

• Uniform: sentencing needs to be 
consistent 

• Due process influenced by money 
and power 

• Contextual: punishment takes 
context into account

Fairness

• Violence threshold 
• Context matters

Context Matters

• Responsible 
• Corrupt, wasteful

Government 

• Rational actor 
• “Rotten eggs” 
• Parents

Causes of Crime

• ??????????????? 
• Fatalism 
• Affect decision calculus: é 

surveillance, é punishment 
• Find the dirty cops and get them 
out of the system



What models is this likely to activate?
A majority of general district courts impose payment schedules on defendants without taking 
any account of their ability to pay. Often, a court will simply divide a fine by X number of 
months and expect the defendant to comply. When the defendant can’t, her license is 
suspended. If she’s nailed for driving on a suspended license, more fines pile up. 

No doubt some defendants who could pay their fines simply refuse to. Not everyone is a 
responsible citizen. At the same time, many who are responsible find they can’t keep up with 
an overly aggressive payment schedule. 

Virginia’s courts should make it possible for them to meet their obligations by adjusting 
payment schedules to account for financial circumstances. They also should allow defendants 
to repay their debts through community service. Lord knows local governments could use 
some extra hands to help with groundskeeping, maintenance, custodial, and other basic 
operations. 

Sanctioning lawbreakers is right and proper, but Virginia can’t get blood from a stone. The 
state should show more flexibility when requiring low-level offenders to make restitution.



Recommendation #2
We think in story . . . always tell a story



Old Think New Think

Any story will do What will that story do? 

Place Image Here Place Image Here



When a story “works,”  it builds support for policies such as...
Developmentally Appropriate Juvenile Justice Approach 
• We should eliminate the “life without the possibility of parole” sentence for juveniles. 
• We need to ensure that youths in the system receive services and treatment appropriate for 

their age.  
Reducing Disproportionate Impact of CJ System on People of Color 
• Legislatures should be required to consider the racial impacts of any changes to the 

criminal justice system.  
• Police should not be allowed to use a person’s race in deciding to pull them over or make 

an arrest. 
Causes of Crime 
• Crime rates in this country are high because there are many people who don’t have the 

basic resources they need to succeed. 
• Living in a bad environment increases an individual’s likelihood of getting involved in the 

criminal justice system. The lack of good schools and other support systems leads to 
high rates of crime. 



A Better Formula for Building Public Understanding & Support

What’s this about? 
How does this work?

If it’s not working, 
why not?

What should 
we do about it?

Why does 
this matter?

Lead with  
a Value.  

Appeal to  
a widely 

shared ideal 
about what is 

desirable.

Make the  
affirmative case.  

Describe the ideal 
situation. Explain how 

systemic, contextual, or 
structural factors 

influence it. 

Explain the problem. 
Show what’s disrupting, 
affecting, or preventing 

the ideal situation.  
Focus on systems-level 
factors and processes. 

Offer solutions. 
Specify policy or 

program 
directions that 
make sense in 

light of the 
explanation. 



Recommendation #3 
Numbers Need Narrative  



Epiphany

Providing more data is not the answer

More EvidenceNumerical Data
Charts, Graphs, 

Tables, 
More Data



Giving them “the facts” doesn’t work

 In 2010, 35 out of every 100,000 white people 
were serving time in state prisons for drug-
related crimes.  By contrast, 280 out of every 
100,000 African Americans were serving time 
in state prison for drug-related crimes 
though the drug use of African Americans 
and whites in the US is roughly equal.



Recommendation #4 
Use Values to Communicate What is at Stake



Values
A broad category of 

cherished cultural ideals: 
enduring beliefs that orient 

individuals’ attitudes and 
behaviors.

As a frame element, values do the work of:

• Priming people to take a collective approach 

• Tapping emotions that work for policy thinking: 
curiosity, concern, and can-do

ME vs. WE
Values help to establish  

why an issue matters and 
what is at stake.
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Pragmatism

We can get this done... 
by taking a practical, common-sense 

approach to solving problems in our criminal 
justice system and our communities, we can 
decrease crime, enhance public safety, and 

make more responsible use of our resources.

• Individualism 
• Fatalism 
• The System Works Just Fine 
• Separate Fates

Strategically navigates away from: 

More effective than...

• Crisis/Stark Statistics/Urgency 
• Cost-Efficiency 
• Fairness



Without/with split slide showing example of 
the reframe (pragmatism) in use 

Framed with Just the Facts 

The Institute’s latest offering is an updated 
interactive map and related data about youth 
detention across the country..Black kids were 
4.6 times as likely to be locked up. Of all youth, 
around 75 percent are detained for nonviolent 
offenses. 

How does your own state fare? I’ll give you a 
clue. Your state arrests and detains youth of 
color at a greater rate than it does white kids, 
and not because white kids are committing 
fewer offenses.  The disparity exists across the 
nation. We can ignore the facts . . . or we can do 
our part to keep the facts up front and center in 
our conversations and decisions.  

Reframed w/ Pragmatism +  Racial Impact Facts

Our justice system should work to promote 
public safety and rehabilitation. We need to 
keep an eye on data that give us an objective 
sense of how things are working. Data about 
youth detention across the country suggest that 
our current system is treating some 
communities more harshly than others. Though 
youth of color do not commit more offenses, 
they are more likely to be detained than white 
kids.  In fact, Black youths were 4.6 times as 
likely to be locked up. Of all youth, around 75% 
are detained for nonviolent offenses. 

These disparities exist in every state, in every 
community. We need to take a practical 
approach to changing this.



Pragmatism at Work...



Recommendation #4 
Add Explanation to Expand Understanding and  

Boost Solutions Support



Makes something that is hard to understand easier to understand, 
by comparing it to something concrete and familiar

The Explanatory Metaphor



Justice Gears

The story you’re telling... 
Just as a bicycle works best when it uses the 
right gear for the terrain, our criminal justice 

system should use different resources for 
different situations, instead of over-relying on 

the “prison gear.” 

A metaphor for ensuring that the justice 
response is appropriate to underlying situation

Strategic way to redirect these public 
perceptions...

Criminals = Rational Actors 

Fairness = Uniformity 

Fatalism 

Individualism 

The System Works Just Fine



Thinking and Talking with Gears



Justice Gears at work . . . 



Justice Maze

The story you’re telling...

Our current criminal justice 
system is like an 
exceptionally difficult maze, 
with too many paths in and 
too few ways out. Let’s 
redesign it.

Strategic way to redirect these public 
perceptions...

• Criminals = Rational Actors 

• Fairness = Uniformity 

• Fatalism 

• Individualism 

• The System Works Just Fine



Thinking and Talking with Maze



Maze in Action



“The advocates’  message tends to be complicated 
rather than simple, longer rather than shorter, and 

contrary to rather than consistent with popular 
understanding. . .  For the most part, this means that 

we have to explain, our opponents just have to state; we 
need to change people’s minds, they just need to 
reinforce what people already think; we need to 

emphasize shared responsibility, they just need to 
highlight personal choice.”

–Wallack et al., Media Advocacy and Public Health -  
Power for Prevention, 1993.



Thank you!
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